
As of October 2022, Camp Crowell offers a letterbox course thanks to Troop 55094. 

WHAT TO BRING: Each scout will need a logbook, small rubber stamp, ink pad, and pen. 

WHAT TO WEAR: Pants, or at least very high socks. Best to use some bug spray too! 

Letterboxes aren't found on trails, they're found just off trails. 

WHAT TO EXPECT: Schedule about an hour to find the letterboxes and stamp in each 

logbook. There are 5 letterboxes hidden in the lower part of Camp Crowell and the clues are 

in a series, so you need to find the first one to find the second and so on. 

WHAT DOES 'STAMP IN' MEAN: In each letterbox you'll find a stamp and logbook. 

Stamp the letterbox stamp in your logbook and make note of the date and name of the 

letterbox. Then stamp the letterbox logbook with your stamp and write the date, troop 

number, and first name, if you feel comfortable doing so - please do not write your last 

name. 

BEING SNEAKY: When letterboxing, one must be sneaky so that others don't know what 

you're doing and you don't accidentally give away a letterbox location. This could prove 

challenging with a whole troop of scouts, so we ask that you do your best if other troops 

pass you and ask what you're doing - just say that you're taking a rest or finding bugs :) 

REHIDING LETTERBOXES: Letterboxes are not meant to be moved. Once you're done 

stamping in, please place the letterbox *exactly* where and how you found it. Directions on 

how to rehide each letterbox are provided on the clue sheet. 

WHERE TO START: The letterbox series clues can be found on the bulletin board next to the 

high adventure course. Please return these clues to the box so that other scouts can enjoy 

finding letterboxes too! 

 

If the letterboxes need to be attended to or you'd like to ask a question about the letterbox 

series, or to let us know how your finds went, please email girlscouts55094@gmail.com. 

We'd love to hear from you! 
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